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MERLYN

5 fold bath screen
with sealing arm

Product is shown in a left hand version,
to change hand please follow the steps on page 4.
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Change product handing to right hand
IMPORTANT!

To create a good fit make sure the bath is 100% level in
all directions before fitting and that the area
behind the profiles is completely sealed
before fixing.

Step 1

3C

Continue to fit screen on step 2 if you are fitting
screen with a LEFT HAND application as packed.
If not skip step 2 and continue to Step 3

Remove and unscrew
all 4 screws on back of
bath screen profile 2
top and 2 bottom

3A

Unscrew the sealing
arm fixing screw and
remove the sealing arm
system from the bottom
of your profile

3B

Move the profile up 1 hole
allowing you the space to fix
your sealing arm to the
opposite end of your profile,
then retighten
all 4 screws.

Step 2

2A

3C
3D

Apply silicone.

Refit the sealing
arm system to the
opposite end of
the adjusment
profile.

Fix end cap to the bottom
of the adjustment profile.

3F

Apply
silicone.

3E

Retighten
sealing arm
screw
fixing
it
into position.

Fix end cap to the
bottom of the
adjustment
profile.

3G

2B

3

4

Right hand

Step 3

Fitting wall profile

Fitting bottom brackets and top badge
Step 4

4A

6A

Position your wall profile
so that the moving panel
is on the inside edge
of the bath tub.

4B

Wall profile

6D

6C
Fit outer
badge to
outside.

4D
Bottom seal

4E

IMPORTANT!

5A
17mm

Use the spacers supplied to get an equal gap
between the bath and the underside of your
moving panel.
Ensure your bath screen is
fully open as per image.

Apply a dab
of silicone to
the top glass
hole to secure
the top
badge.

Fit inner
badge to
inside.

Sealing arm

4C

Step 6

6B

Bath

Step 5

Fit SS017,SS019
to bottom glass
hole.

Apply a dab
of silicone to
the bottom
glass hole to
secure the
bottom
sealing arm
catch.

6E

Fit SS018,SS020,SS021
to bottom glass hole.

6F

Step 7

Fit cover strip.

Fit inner top
cap.

5B

24H
5C
7A

8mm+A

A=Adjustment used

5D

Apply silicone
along the wall
profile inside .

Fit outer top
cap.

A

Inside of the bath
screen.

IMPORTANT!

The frame fixing screw must be
positioned through both profiles
as shown above. Please note the
label on the back of the wall profile
for correct drilling position.

Please wait
24hrs for the
silicone to fully
cure before
using your bath
screen.

7B

7C

7D

Apply 50mm
silicone to wall
profile outside .

50mm

Outside of the bath
screen.
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